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custom look to it at night as people see you projectors in their rear view mirrors. During the day,
they also give your car a custom look since most projectors have a translucent lens as opposed
to the opaque lens that most factory headlights have. The projector light itself also emits a
brighter, more vibrant light than your factory headlights, so driving visibility at night will be
improved. Q: Are headlights sold in pairs? A: All headlights shown on our site are sold in pairs
unless otherwise noted on our site. A: Unfortunately, the lenses are not available separately. A:

Yes, it is commonly accepted that watt HID kits are perfectly safe for projector housings.
However, watt kits may produce too much heat and can potentially melt the housing. Also keep
in mind that most projector headlights use H1, H4, or H11 bulbs, which may not be the same
bulbs used in your original headlights. So make sure to verify the bulb type used in your
projector headlights before ordering an HID kit for them. Not able to find what you are looking
for? Check out this episode of Andy's Auto Sport TV where we explain everything you need to
know about buying headlights. We break down the difference between angel eye halo style
headlights, projector headlights, LED headlights, and crystal-housing headlights. We also
explain what's involved with installing them. After you watch the video, you should be fully
prepared to buy your headlights from Andy's Auto Sport. Customer Support. Contact Us.
Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts.
Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales
Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. Lexus is a pioneer
in automotive lighting technology. Both systems delivered significant improvements in
night-time visibility and therefore road safety, as well as reducing any stress experienced by the
driver. Learn more: Innovations of the fourth-generation Lexus LS. These qualities are further
enhanced with the imminent arrival of the revised Lexus RX h , which introduces the next
generation of world-first Lexus headlight technology â€” BladeScan adaptive high-beam light
distribution. How does this new technology work? And in what ways is BladeScan more
effective than existing adaptive lighting technologies? The existing Lexus adaptive high-beam
system consists of an array of LEDs arranged in two levels on each side of the vehicle: eight
units at the top and 16 units at the bottom. The area of high-beam illumination in front of the car
is then altered in real-time by controlling the light emitted by each diode so that drivers of
approaching vehicles are not blinded. Such an array has a controllable area of illumination that
is typically accurate to within 1. BladeScan technology, however, delivers more precise
photometric control of the area of illumination in front of the car, being accurate to within 0. It
also offers a broader distribution of light to brighten areas that would not normally be
illuminated with a conventional high-beam system. While rival systems have substantially
increased the number of LEDs to improve headlight resolution, the new Lexus technology relies
on a more cost-effective array of LEDs on each side of the car â€” ten in the case of the RX. And
everything is contained within a compact module see above located within the inner corner of
each RX headlight, alongside the familiar triple-eye units. Rather than shining light forwards, the
LEDs within each BladeScan module cast their light diagonally across two blade-shaped
mirrors rotating at high speed. Using this new technology, Lexus engineers say that RX drivers
will enjoy an expanded and more natural spread of light. They should also be able to identify
pedestrians near the shoulder of the road at night from a distance of up to 56 metres compared
to 32 metres with previous lighting systems. Prices and full specifications of the UK range,
including availability of BladeScan, will be announced nearer the on-sale date. Learn more: How
to disable adaptive front lighting on your Lexus RX. The BladeScan lights themselves are very
poor as little light is emitted and range up the road is about 50m even on high beam. I reverted
to manual dipped lights and flicking the left lever for high beam as this gave far more light than
the BladeScan high beam. Agree too about the other comments re light cut off. Hello Peter,
Thank you for contacting us. If you feel as though the light is especially poor, we would
recommend contacting your nearest Lexus Centre in order to schedule a time for them to
assess your vehicle and make any necessary recommendations. I agree with Thomas on this
issue. If you live in rural areas with small unlit side roads then AHBC is pretty useless as it does
not return to main beam quickly enough. All the designers must live in cities and not in the
country. Are the new lights safe at speeds less than 30mph on unlit roads Check it out
Remember previous version of adaptive headlights from Lexus would NOT switch to high beam
until the vehicle reached 40over 40mph. This makes them extremely dangerous to pedestrians.
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